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inadequacy of all concepts. I Ience I Icgcl insists that such con

cepts must be made to correspond to the fluidity and richness of 

what is being seen when life in its ullness is b held. We have 

therefore con idered it desirable to render the specific I lege! ian 

Begriff as conception rather than concept;3 for it is intended 

to be something broader, more comprehensive and lacki ng 

logical prcci ion in the traditional ensc. As H artman says : 

"The result is a new cancer t of the concept." 39 Besides first 

the object with which the conception is concerned and second. 

the conceiver, one other persistent core of so Ouid a conception 

remains: i t:; various aspects form a unique system, and through 

this interrelationship all the conceptions in turn form a system. 

If the conception thus only emerges in the process of rea

soning, if it involves "hard work" as H egel in typ~eal German 

fashion likes to insist, then the dialectic is this "movement of 

the conceptions," this dynamic process by which they are dis

tilled, n t as something static and fixed, but as something for

ever evolving and achieving new forms as the perspectives 

change through the relation with other conceptions. 

The law of dialectic is probably the best-known and at the 

same time the least under toad aspect of H egel's philosophy. 

The thesis-antithesis-synthesis tri ad h as an arid and formal 

ring, especially when associated with some of the later notions 

of the materialist interpreta tion of history. In point of fact, we 

are here confronted with something very much more p rpiex

ing, more rich and yet at the same time more confused than 

the simple logical tri ad suggests. W e have already eli cussed 

the notion, so central to H egel's dialectic, that both antithesis 

and synthesis preserve. a well as suspend the antecedent con

ception. We have also mentioned the related notion that 

the synthesis "elevates" the two antecedent conceptions; it is 

through such synthesis that the conceptions reach ever new 

"levels of discourse." And it is H egel's conten tion that thi 

dialectic process is not something he inven ted, not a new

fangled notion at all, but a sound and objective description of 

what has actually occurred in rhe history of the spiri t as 

manifest in the development of philosophy. 

The "vast power of negation" which f~s ina ted I lege! is the 
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originator of ever-new thought. I lege] does not pretend to 
understand how this can be; all he knows is that it is o. Philo
~ophical thought ~ecords and analyzes the experiences which 
It has mad:; tJ:at IS _a ll. Hence the somewha t stereotype char
acter of th1s d_talectJ ~. o syn thesis, no matter hovv unique, 
can help ~ ro u smg th1s power of negation, ca n help eliciting a 
contradJctwn and th,us tarting the process all over aga in. In 
terms of abstract logic, the I Icgelian position amounts to claim
ing that: A is non-A. This formidable challenoe to established 
logical p~inciples is rooted in an ontologicat that is to say, 
metaphystcal assu_mptio~. This metaphysical assumption is the 
core of the H egelian philosophy: the absolute i reason. I Ience 
H egel can assert that dialectic is God's thinkino himself in 
man or, to put it another way, dialectic is eternal ~cason realiz
in~ itself in ~an's thought. The whole argument of The 
Sct~nce of Log1c st~nds and falls with this metaphysical basis 
which shows that Its problem is derivative of the more basic 
problems of religion and politics outlined above. 

. One_ of the diffic_ult, if not unresolvable, problems of H egel's 
G1ale~ tic approach IS that o[_yvhcre to begin. He chooses, rather 
surpnsmgly, the conception of being (Sein) . But in order to 
understand this, one has to remember that the entire Phen01n
enology of the Spirit is a kind of prolegomena for the Logic. 
What i~ most immediately given is being, but being without 
reference to any particular thing, indetermina te being. This at 
once pos1ts the.. n e ation of bei~: the absence of all deter
mination suggests non-being, or the nothing ( ichts). We 
h~ve ~er~ the_ contra~iction of the non-being being-a basic 
d1alccnc ISsue m Plato s Pannenides. But whereas in Plato the 
static eternity of the ideas stands in the way of a resolution, 
liege! di a lecti~ally _resolves, that is to say, suspends and pre
serves, the antithetical paradox by suggesting that both being 
a~d non-being-:-or .ra ther nothingness-are superseded by the 
higher synthesis of becoming (Werden). The truth of both 
being and non-being is to be found in their actual coexistence 
in "beco_ming" ~hie~ c?,nstitutes "the identity of their id(ntity 
and theu non-Identity. As Hegel puts it in the Logic, the 
truth is "each immediately disappears in its opposite." 40 

iNTR ODUCTION xliii 

The category of becoming is extremely important for H egel; 
all higher being is movement, development, action, history. 
Hence God, too, is essential1y becoming. God as merely being 
is lifeless, an abstraction, a motionless substance. For I Iegel, 
God is active, a spiritual being full of life ancl unfolding in 
accordance with I lis inner nature. But the process does not 
stop at becoming; as becoming is actualization, it becomes some
thing. The being here and now (Dasein) is definite, is a 
settled something that has ceased to become. Thus it is, accord
ing to IIegel, that becoming (Werden) suspends itself, as it 
suspends being and nothingness or non-being, and becomes 
something actually existent here-and-now ( Dascin). But as 
always it at the same time also preserves itself as well as being 
and nothingness in this being here-and-now. As being and 
nothingness disappear into becoming, so becoming disappears, 
because that which is disappearing, disappears itself. "Becom
ing is an untamed restlessness (halttmgslose U nruhe) which 
coalesces into a result that rests." 41 

One could go on now to pursue the meand ring course of 
dialectic through its complex unfolding in the Logic; enough 
has perhaps been said to indicate, if ever so brieRy, just how 
the dialectic proceeds and how extraordinari ly obscure much of 
its reasoning appears. One might well exclairr.. with vVagner in 
Goethe's Faust: "I am as dazed by all this as if a millstone 
were going around in my head." Finiteness and infinity, 
guantity and measure, being for and by itself, reHection and 
essence, phenomenal and actual world, conception, subjectivity, 
and objectivity, and finally the idea-these and many other 
minor categories arc treated in the same extraordinary way, 
their interrelationship being traced as one vast system of CO!l· 

tradictions, with the conceptions containing these contradic· 
tions. 

This may be illustrated once more in the conc.ept of freedom, 
so central to the entire H egelian philosophy. H egel does not 
identify freedom with freedom of the will, or freedom from 
the operation of causality. Freedom is the activation of one's 
own inner tendency; it is an unfolding of oneself; it is self
realization. The teleological, Aristotelian matrix is clearly ap-
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have an ethical being only in so far a they belong to this ethical 
sphere which is the state. As Ilegel puts it quite simply: "The 
state is the actual reality (Wirklichkeit) of the ethical Idea." 
This may be and, in my opinion, is a most unfortunate way of 
defining the state. But whether we like it or not, let us only 
be sure that we do not make the crucial mistake of assuming 
that I Iegcl means the state as ordinarily conceived, that is to 
say the slate as an institution engaged in law enforcement, or 
a state as a configuration of power, etc. For this is not the 
entity about whkh I Icgel is making his as ertions.44 If one is 
to understand this proposition, it is necessary to read it the 
other way around as well : "The ethical idea is actualized ( ver
wirh.licht) in the state." Only in so far as the community 
through its organization realizes the ethical idea can it be said 
to be a state. "The state has its immediate existence in the 
ethical habits ( itte) of the individual and in his self-con
sciousness." S lf-realization is possible for the individual in the 
state only, because that is what the state consists of. 

In a sense, these are elaborate ta utologies, r, more precisely, 
identifications. But such identifications have a most important 
practical implication, as is immediately apparent, if we con
sider I Iegel's notion that it is the highest dut of the individual 
to be "a member of the tate." \ i\That this means is not some 
kind of totalitarian destruction of the individual, but an in
sistence that it is the duty of the individual to realize the ethical 
idea by participating in the community which is dedicated to 
this ta k. From the point of view f those who would insist on 
the state's being an institution for issuing commands, or a 
configuration of power, such a position may well be considered 
as destructive of the state's most essential characteristic and 
hence subver ive. Haller's notion that the state is power and 
that the most powerful must rule, I Iegel rightly characterizes 
as the noticn that the state and its power are p!1enomena of 
nature and hence a denial of the state's true concern with the 
just and the ethical, a denial, that is, o[ the state as based upon 
law. haracteristicall y, and rather dramatically, Hegel takes 
Ilallcr to task for bel:ttling 1agna Charta and similar enact
ments; in Hegel's view they are basic lnw anrl "contribute to 
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every piece of bread that the citizens eat." Hegel's rather 
difficult language has kept obscure his centr~}. P?sition in the 
Philosophy of Right and Law, namely that Jt IS the hardest 
thing which can happen to a man, to be alienated from thought 
and reasonabl ness, from reverence for the laws and from the 
knowledoc of how infinitely important, even divine, it is that 
the duti~s of the state and the rights of the citizens, a. well 
a~ the rights of the state and the ~uties of the. ci~ize~ be .de
termined by law." In short, I Iegel s approach IS m lme Wl.th , 
but makes meta ph) sically an earnest effort to buttress philo
sophically, the proposition in favor of a "government of laws 
and not of men ." 

l[ anv t st of chis side of the matter is needed, all that !s 
necessa;y is for the reader to turn to I leg .l's .view5 on Churc? 
and tate (sec below pp. 289-91) . Only m Its outward mam
festations, its ownership of property and the like, is a church 
obliged to acknowledge "a limited subj c?on .to. tl~e police 
power." When it comes to matters. of .doctrme, It IS a matter 
of conscience and part of the subJective freedom-the ~phere 
of the inn r life which is not the concern of the state." How is 
this view to be reconciled \.Vith the idea then that the state is 
the actualization of the ethical id a? "The ethical truth exists 
as law," Hegel answers, and the doctrine of the state is em 
bodied in this attachment f the citizens to principles of law. 
What con titutes the essential difference is what is involved 
in the difference between the r ligio11 as revealed truth, and 
philosophy as rational truth . To restate. a position previo~sly 
discussed, we might cite a passage in which the Huss1an wntei 
and man of aiTairs, Baron Boris d'Yxkull, a friend and studen t 
of I Iegel's, has described the main theme of their con versa· 
tion durino lono walks: "Rclioion is the anticipated (geahn Le) 
philosophy~ philosophy nothi~g but conscious reli~}~:1; both 
seek, but by different paths, the same, namely. God. ~ . 

his rationality of the state as the embod1ment of ethics 
oi" s it a kinship to science and scholarship. After noting the 
~hurch's inclination to resist rational, scientif1c inquiry and 
mentioning Bruno and ali] eo, I Iegcl concludes th.e argu
ment by rejecting the view of those who would consider the 
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separation of church and state as a misfortune (as D e Maistre 
and other restoration reactionaries had done) and asserts that 
"only through this separation has the state been able to be
come what it was intended to be: the self-conscious rationality 
and ethics." But IIeoel insi ts likewise that this separation is 
most fortunate for the churches, in e it enables them to con
~entrate t:por:- their esse.ntial task which, as we already know, is 
m I lege~ s :1ew t.h e highest there is, namely to provide the 
commumty m which man can become certain of G d. 

Anyone \~ho takes the foregoing principles seriously will 
not be ~ u rpn.se.d to fi~d I-Iegel display a positive appreciation 
of pubhc opmwn which he links with sound common sense 
( bel?w PP· 317 ~' § 316-r9). Yet, he h as no illu sions, but ap
pr~c~ates the cunous intermingling of truth and error in public 
opm wn and he therefore suggests that it deserves "as much to 
be. r~spec ted as to be despised." o one must rise above public 
opmwn to accomplish omethina orea t and tru ly sioniflcant 
"I:.J l o t> b .-1e w 10 says and accomplishes what his time wants and de-
si.res is the great man of that time." In keeping with these 
VIews, freedom of speech and of the press receive the kind of 
limited support from H egel which is still characteristic of 
English and Continen tal law. 

So far, so good. But the discussion of the state is concluded 
by H egel's defense of wa r. H e remarks rightly that in all tl1 at 
has been said there is involved an "ethical aspect of war." War, 
he asserts, is not to be looked upon as an absol ute evil, re
. ulb.ng from accide~1ta l ca uses, such as the whims of princes, 
~he mtere t of p~rtlcu l.a r persons, etc. o,. war is also the way 
m which a states ethical reality asserts Itself against others. 

ternal peace, he says, would produce a situation as foul as that 
of a ea never whipped by gales, and through war "the ethical 
health of nations i maintained ." The notions here involved are 
rel a,~ed to those un~erlying Willia~ James's celebrated e say 
~n The ~oral Equivalent of W ar, although James puts the 
rdea more m terms of individual ethical h alth .40 T here is a 
?erce. and cynic.al ring, though , to certa in phrases which occur 
m this connectiOn , such as that about the cavalry with bare 
abers ( below pp. 321 ff, § 324). "W ars take place where they 
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are rooted in the nature of things; afterwards the seed sprouts 
aoain . .. " Yet, much of the sentimen t behind the crusades 

b 
and wars, cold and hot, in de[ nse of ideals or for their propa-
gation, is in actual fact very close to the I Iegelian viewpoin t. 
For it is alwavs the state as an ideal en tity, as a commun ity 
engaged in r ;lizing the ideal and hence manifesting the dy
namics of the world spirit that is meant by IIegel. Ilcre we 
come upon the celebrated dictum of I Iegcl that world history 
is the world court which must be assessed in terms of IIcgel's 
philosophy of history to which we shall turn presentl y.* 

It ha at times been suggested that IIegcl developed these 
ideas, including more particularly the views on war, in response 
and with cons i us adapta tion to the Prussian tradition , after 
his arrival in Berlin . Actually, none of the ideas are in any 
sense novel f r him. I li idea were distorted as we noted by 
substitutin o the existent Prus ian "s tate" for the "sta te" of 

b . 
Hegel's ethical radicalism. But we find not only the sharp dis· 
tinction of state and soci ty, as already noted, but all those 
poin ts which are in keeping with his ideas on ethical autonomy. 
To make the state the kind of ethical community which liege] 
postulated- that is, participate effec tively in Jaw-making-a peo· 
ple must give themselves laws. H egel thought it ridiculous to 
suggest that the people are not mature enough for that. By the 
same token he demanded the trial by jury, p1tblic judicial trials, 
local self-government for towns and other corporate entities. 
W e have already noted his spi rited defense of l\1agna Carta, 
and his po itive although moderate inclination to support 
h ecdom of the press. H ow clearly liege! embraced these no· 
tio..-: at a mu ch earlier date, his early con titutional writings 
(sec below) as well as his study on natural law will h w. 
H egel ev idently thought that the Prussia of H rdenbero -vva~ 
the embodiment of these requirements; one could say that he 

* H ow far Hegel is from the modern totalitarians, and how close to 
traditional views, may be seen from his insi>ten e upon the civilized 
nature of modern warfare. H ow far are even so-called "peace-loving'" 
states from I legel's belief that "war therefore contains the norm of in
ternal law tha t the possi bility of peace should be maintained . . . wa r 
is not conducted against the in ternal institutions nor against the peaceful 
life of family and private persons." ( See below pp . 32.8 ff, § 338. 
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"Idealized" the Prussian state rather than "Prussianized" his 
idea of the state.47 As his biographer noted, the government 
had not yet organized reaction and few doubted that soon a 
popular representation would be set up for all of Germany. 

Upon the publication o[ the Philosophy of Right ancl Law, 
riegel found himself the tdrget of sharp criticism. Ilis in
temperate remarks against the more radical clements of the 
national democratic movement were bitterly resented, more 
especially his attack against his fellow philosopher Fries. And 
since I Iegcl was in the strong position of professor at Berlin 
(where he had gone in I818), his comments do indeed seem 
to be "kicking the underdog," an unattractive behavior which 
is adversely commented upon even by such admirers as Rosen
kranz. There wa a political clement involved here, and, as 
Rosenkranz remarks, I lege! had to pay heavily for this intem
perate remark, for it ca used quite a few to suspect him of a 
change of heart, of a rather obsequious adapta tion to the 
Prussian bureaucracy, and a general sympathy with rea tion
ary trends. These suspicions were reinforced by I Iegcl's in
cluding in the preface the words: 'What is rationa l, that is 
actually real (tmrhlich), and what is actually real (wirhlich ) , 
that is rational." This proposition seemed to many a formula 
of complete quietism, especially when it c:tme as the culmina
tion of an argument violently condemning revolutionary, nay 
even progres ively reformatory ideas as "empty abstr:tctions." 

I-Icgel undertook to answer the argument in the Introduction 
to the revised Encyclopedia which he had first published in 
H eidelberg in 1817 as an introduction to his system. H e starts 
by remarking (§ 6) that it is decisive to realize that the con
tent of philosophy is Wirhlichheit, the true or actual reality 
which is the living spirit which has created itself and become 
the world-the world of the external and internal consciousness. 
This consciousness of the world we call experience. Then, after 
quoting the sentence, H egel rather bitterly remarks: 

These simple sentences have seemed to some e}l:traordinary and 
have been attacked, even by those who would not deny that they 
believe in philosophy and religion . It is unnecessary to deal with re-
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ligion, since its doctrines abou t God's government of the wo.rlc 
clearly enunciate these propositions. What concerns the philo
sophical meaning, one ought to presuppose sufficient education in 
these people for them to know not only that od is a tually real 
(wirklich), but that lie is the most real (wirklich), that Ile alone 
is truly real, but also formally speaking that what is here-and-now 
(Dasein) is par tly phenomenal, and only partly real. In ordinary 
life one calls every notion, error, the evil and all that goes with it, 
as well as everything, be it ever so deformed and transitory, some
thing real. ... I have dea lt with all this in a lengthy Logic where I 
treat of actual reality (V.firklichkeit) and have distinguished it not 
merely from the accidental which has also existence, but also from 
being-here-and-now (Dasein), from ex istence and other terms. 

Hegel then elaborates again his insistence that norms are in
deed valid, where they are directed toward changing that 
which is contingent, but that they are "empty abstractions" 
when they seck to change that which is truly actual and real, 
in the sense of being a manifestation of the spirit and of the 
idea. The meaning and limits of this conception are made 
more concrete by Hegel's philosophy of history. Ilow much 
Hegel was basically in line with Christian tradition can be seen 
in Richard Hooker's discussion of Goodness: "Because there is 
not in the world any thing whereby another may not some way 
be made the perfecter, therefore all things that are, are 
good."47n 

VII 

History ancl the Arts 

In Hegel's conception of the world, of man and his God, 
history occupies a very special place. For it is in history that 
rhe whole of his gigantic conception is, in a sense, validated. 
This validation is, of course, not carried out with the detach
ment of a scientific observer who is ready to revise his general 
hypotheses in the light of his findings, who tre~ ts them merely 
as working hypotheses employed for the ordermg of the facts 
which "speak l"'Jder." ot at all. H egel leaves no doubt that 
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It has been said so often as to have become almost a common
place that H egel looked upon his philosophy of history as an 
e chatological design, or, as one recen t writer has put it, as 
prophecy. The prophetic proclamations of 1arx and Engels, 
linked as they were by their authors to H egel's thought, have 
served to reinforce this notion and to rivet upon it the san tion 
of self-evident obviousness. But a reading not only of the 
In troduction, but of The Philosophy of I li story as a whole (or 
at least in such substantial additions of its concrete substance 
as we are here offering) reveals IIcgel as essentially looking 
backward and assessing the way we have come, rather than the 
road ahead. In a famous sentence from the preface of the Phi
losophy of Right and Law (sec below p. 227) H egel ugge ts 
that "the owl of Minerva begins its fli ght when dusk is falling." 
T his poetic simile i intend d to reinforce H egel's carefu1ly 
elaborated notion that man can perceive the conception of 
actuality, the divine essence, only when the actuality has 
already been fully unfolded and indeed has become cut and 
dried. Philosophy to him "paints gray in gray" because the 
essence which it under tands is a form of life that has grown 
old. Applied to h istory seen as the unfolding of freedom, this 
suggests that I I gel would feel himself to be at the end rather 
than at the beginning of a period. And he says quite specifically 
that "what happens in the future, does not concern us." 
What Tegcl is referring to is on one hand the lavic world , 
which he explicitly excludes from his consideration, beca use 
it is something in between the \i\lest and ia and has not so 
fa r appea r d as an autonomous stage of the configurations of 
the spirit. 

On the other hand, the American reader might be particu
larl y interested in what I Iegel says about America . "America 
is therefore the land of the future in whic 1 in times to come 
... world history shall reveal itself. .. . But what has so far 
happened there is onl y an cho of the old world and an xpres
sion of an alien aliveness, and as the coun try of the future it 
docs not concern us here. For in history our concern must be 
with what has been and with what is." 5 It is evident that 
Hegel does not flatter himself to have found in his philosophy 
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of history, any more than in his dialectic, a key to the future. 
His sense of the real, his Wirklichkeitssinn, obliged him to view 
the future as a closed book. This did not keep him from throw
ing out a guess as to one important aspect of American life, 
its fronti er. As part of a highly realistic appraisal of the dif
ferences not only between orth America and Europe, but 
also between South America and orth America, Hegel wrote: 
"Concerning politics in orth America the need of a firm 
cohesion is not yet present, for a real state and a real govern
ment only develop when there is a difference of classes, when 
riches and poverty become very large and a situation arises 
where a great number of people can no longer satisfy its needs 
in the accustomed way. But America does not yet approach this 
tension ... For a state to become a state it is necessaary that 
the citizen cannot continually think of emigrating, but that 
the class of cultivators, no longer able to push to the out
side, presses upon itself and is ga thered into cities and urban 
professions. Only then can a civic system develop and that is 
the condition for an organized state." Hegel elaborates this 
further in his effort to show that America and Europe cannot 
be compared, and that the conditions in America do not prove 
that a republican system is capable of survival. Sure, America 
is an independent and powerful sta te, but only when the entire 
land will be settled and occupied will a fixed order of things 
emerge. And what it will be. H egel does not profess to know. 
It is likely to be a new configuration of the world spirit. Until 
now America has been an annex of Europe. What it eventu
ally will be is no concern of his . 5~ 

But beyond tl1is history which for H egel jncludes the past 
up to the present, there is philosophy. Philosophy's task is 
concerned nei ilier with what has been nor with what will be, 
but with what is and is eternally so. This presumably also holds 
for the philosophy of history. At the very end of his survey of 
the concrete history, I lege! observes that the history of the 
world, all the changina scenes which it presents, is the process 
of the development and of the realization of the spirit. I Ie 
therefore claims this interpretation of history to be the true 
theodicy, the justification of God in history. And he feels that 
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only this insight can reconcile the spiri t with world histor~, 
that what has happened is not only not without God, but I S 

essentially his work. J n a letter to a Russian friend, ~ ~~~cl 
suggested that Russia possessed an enormous p~s~bd1ty 
through the developing of its intensive nature, and ~~ 1s not 
unreasonable to maintain that H egel reluctan tly admitted to 
himself that a new dichotomy, a new antithesis might well be 
in the making. But as to its substance, his philosophy con· 
demned him to silence. 

We have included enough of H egel's Philosophy of History 
tu make it unnecessary to give a summary here. That he sees 
it as the history of freedom, as the self-realization of the spirit, 
our preceding analysis has made clear, anyhow. It only remains 
to say a word about our inclu ion of so much ~f I Ieg~l's 
actual treatmen t of history, rather than the Introduction which 
)s the part of Hegel's philosophy of history mostly studie_d 
today. It seemed essential to do so, if the true view of Hegcl1s 
to emerge. I lege! was, as we have seen, very deeply conc<>rned 
over "concreteness," and this concreteness is a matter of en
visaaina actual reali ty in all its many differen t facets. Only by 
stud~ing how I Iegel links his vast ge~eraliti~s with the c_on
crete detail of historical data-even mcludmg geographical 
data-can one see how he meant them. To be sure, many of 
these facts are now ob olete; modern scholarship has put in 
cri tical perspective most of the writers upon whose work H egel 
based his interpretation. But there is enough of a common core 
left to allow one to see how H egel selected and orga nized his 
facts to prov~de suitable validation for his conception of the 
march of history. 

I Jegcl's Philosophy of H istory consists of lecture notes, 
collated and ed it d after his dea th ; only the main part of the 
introduction has been published, by modern scholars, in accord
ance with I Iegcl's own manu cript. The same is, of course, true 
of his Philosophy of Religion. and his philosophy of art as 
embodied in the Lectures on Aestl1etics. There has been a good 
deal of learned discussion as to how far one might go in ac
ceptina these lectures as authen tic: There can be lit~l e questi_on 
that the works written and published by I IeQ:el lumself. hke 
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TnE SUBJECT OF TilE E LECTURE IS TilE PillLOSOPIIY 0!. 

world history. What history-world history-is I need not ex· 

plain. The general notion of it is sufficient and we largely agre<1 

on it."' But what may strike you in the title of these lectures 

and what may seem to call for an explanation or justification is 

that we propose to consider a philosophy of history, that we 

propose to treat history philosophically. 
The philosophy of history is nothing else but the thinking, 

the reflecting upon history. W e humans can not avoid thinking 
about things, for man is thinking; that is what differentiates 

him from the animal. ll that is human-feeling, knowledge 

and insight, desire and will-all these contain thinking, if 
they are human and not animal. The same is true of all 

concern with history. But such reference to the general share 
of thinking in all human affai rs as in history may seem inade

quate, because we maintain that thinking is subordinate to 

being, to that which is given, that thinking has being as its 

basis and is guided by it. To philosophy, on the other hand, 
3re attributed its own thoughts, which speculation evolves out 
of itself without regard to that which is and which it then ap

plies to history, thus treating history as material, not leaving it 

:.JS it is but arranging it according to its thoughts; that is, it 
constructs a history a priori. 

History has only to grasp clearly what is and what has been, 

the events and the deeds. History is the more true, the more 
it sticks to what is given and has as its objective that which 

has happened, though this is not readily at hand and calls fo r 
manifold researches connected with thinking. The task of phi

losophy seems to be in contradiction to this objective, and it is 
with this contradiction I wish to deal in my introduction-with 

the reproach made to philosophy because of the thoughts it 

,. But see the further discussion, in the fragment reprinted below, on 

the different kinds of history writing, pp. 35 et seq. 

3 
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brings i~to hi tory and according to which it treats history. 
] hat is to ay, the general purpose of the philosophy ot world 
history mu t first be stated and the immediate consequence 
which rc u]t must be noted. The relation of thought and 
events will thereby automatically be clarified. Therefore-and 
to avoid becoming too prolix in this introd uction, rich material 
awaiting us in th\'! world history itself-it cems unncc ssary 
tv enter into refutation :md orrections of the many more 
special fa] e ideas and reOections current concerning the view
points, principles, and notions about the purpose and the sen e 
of treating history, and, more particularly, concerning the re
lation of concepts and philosophy to historical matters. (Each 
new preface to a history and, in turn , each preface to a review 
of such a history presents a new theory. ) I shall pass these over 
or, in some cases, recall them. 

L THE RATIONAL VIEW OF WORLD I II TORY 

First of all , let me remail< concerning the preliminary con
cept of a philosophy of world hi tory tPat, as I have sa id, one 
accuses philosophy of approaching hi~tory with thoughts and 
of looking at history in terms of thoughts. But the only though t 
ph ilo ophy brings along is the very simple thought of reason, 
namely chat reason rules the world and that things have hap
pened rcasonali y according to reason) in world history. This 
onviction and this insight is a presupposition in regard to 

history as such. In philosophy itself this is no presupposition or 
assump~i on ; in philosophy speculative knowledge proves that 
reason-we can limit our elves to this term withou t discu sing 
tl1 e relation to God-is the substance as well as the infinite 
power, that it is the infinite stuff of all natural and spiritual 
life as well as the infinite form, the activation of this being its 
content. It is the substance, that through which and in which 
all actual .1eality (Wirklich.keit) has its being and existence. 
It is the infinite power, in the sense that reason is not so power
less as to achieve merely ideal existence-merely an ought
and hence exist only apart f.:o'll. actual reality, wb" knows 
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where, perhaps only in the heads of a few men. It is the infir:ite 
content, all essence and truth, and hence its own stuff wh~ch 
it gives its activity to work on. Reason does not need, l~ke 
finite action, conditioning materials or given mt:ans from ~h~ch 
it might receive nourishment by way of objects fo~ its ac~lVlt~; 
reason feeds upon itself and is itself the matenal which It 
works upon. Just as rca on is only its own prem.i e and presup
position, just as its end is the absolute and .Gnal . nd (En~
zweck), so reason is also the activation and product10n (of th1s 
end) from inside itself into the phenomena _not only ~f the 
natural universe but of the spiritual as well, m world h1story. 
It is this which, as noted, is proved in philosophy and is pre
supposed here as so proved: that this idea (of_ rca on) i~ the 
true, the eternal, the absolutely potent, that It reveals Itself 
in the world, and that nothing is revealed in the world except 
this idea, its grandeur and its honor. 

Those wh are not familiar with philosophy I cou ld ask per· 
haps to approach the exposition of world history with _th~ faith 
in reason and with the thirst for it s understandmg. It IS mdecd 
the desi re for rational insight and for knowledge, rather than 
merely for a collection of bits of information,. which may be 
prcsuppo cd as the subjective desi re involved m the st~dy ?f 
the cienccs. In fa .:: t, I do not have to ask for such fmth m 
advance. What 1 have so far said and will say hereafter is not 
merely a presupposition . . . but a summary of the whol~ un
dertaking, the result of the reflections we arc cn.gagcd m, 2 

result which is known to me beca use thL: whole JS known to 
me. It has bcr.n and is being concluded fr m the contempla
tion of world history itself that things happened according 
to rca on, that this history is the rational and necessary way 
of the world spirit which is the substance of hi tory, the ~nc 
spirit whose nature is one and always the same and wh1d~ 
explica tes its one nature in the world's xistcnc . (The worl 
spirit is the pirit altog ther. ) This must ?e, as no.tc~, the 
result of history itself. But we must take l11Story as It IS~ we 
must proceed historically, empirically. mong other thmgs. 
we must not allow ourselves to be seduced by professional 
historians; for at least among German historians, e en those 
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of great authority ~ho are proud of their study of the sources 
th~rc are those who do precisely what they reproach th: 
philosophers with, namely, the imparting of a priori inventions 
to history. To give an example, it is a very widespread inven
ti?n that. there existed a fir t and most ancient people which, 
d1rectl~ mstructed by God, lived in perfect understanding 
and WI dom, and. posse sed a penetrating knowledge of all 
n :J tu ral Jaws and of intellectual tru th; or tha t there have 
existed such and such priestly nations; or, to be more specific, 
that there existed a Roman epic poem from which the Roman 
historians have derived their older history, etc. Such a priori 
statements we shall leave to the brilliant professional historians, 
among whom they are not unusual. 

As the firs t condition we can therefore say that we seek to 
comprehend the historical data truly. But there is an equivoca
tion in volved in such general terms as "truly" or "comprehend." 
For the average and mediocre hi torical writer who thinks and 
~aims to be merely recep tive, to be dedica ted to what is given, 
1s no t actually passive in his thinking. H e brings along his 
categories and he sees what is there through them. The true 
(in terpreta tion) does not lie on the surface; in all science 
reason cannot sleep bu t must think H e who looks at the 
worlJ according to reason is viewed by the world according to 
reason too. T hP two are in a mutual relationship. 

. Bu.t it. is not our business here to treat of the different ways 
of thinking, of the \iewpoin ts, of judgment, even of so basic 
a matter as the importance or u11importance of information and 
what needs to be emphasized in the vast material before us. 

I shall recall here only two forms of the general conviction 
that reason rules the world and therefore also world history, 
because they offer an opportunity to touch upon the main 
point which causes the difficulties .... T he lirst is the histori
cal view of the Greek Ana.xagoras that ous, the general in tel
lect or reason, rules the world, but not an in telligence seen 
~s self-conscious reas?n, not a spirit as such; this distinction is 
Importan t. The mooons of the solar system occur according 
to unalterable laws; these laws are rhe reason of the system. 
B\Jt n either the sun nor the pl anets which rotate according to 
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these la\\·s has a con iousness of the c laws. Only man distills 
the e laws from existence and knows chem. 

This thought that reason is in nature, that it is ruled by 
general laws unalterably, docs not tartle us; . : . we. are ac
customed to it and do not stress it. I have menooned Jt partly 
in order to indicate that history shows us t~at views we on
sider commonplace have not always been 111 the world, but 
rather that such a thought once markc l the beginning of an 
epoch in the history of the human spirit. Aristotle ays of 
Anaxagoras that as the originator of thi thought he appeared 
like a sober man among drunks. 

Socrates took this thought over from Anaxagoras, and it then 
became dominant among philosophers, with the exception of 
Epicurus who attributed all events to chan~e . We shall see 
later in which other rel ioions and among wh1 h other peoples 
the same thought appeared. Plato then lets ae rates say (in 
Phaedo 97 /98) concerning this discovery that thought-~ot 
conscious thought, bu t at fi rst indeterminedly a reason ,~hich 
is neither conscious nor unconscious-rules the w rld: I was 
happy about it and hoped to £ nd a teacher who could interpret 
nature according to reason and who could demonstra te the 
particular end in the particular thing and the general ~nd , 
the final end, the good in the whole. I would not have gtven 
up this hope for anything. But," Socrates continue.s,. "how 
disi11 usioned I was when I started to work on the wntmgs of 
Anaxaoora and I found that he mentioned only external 
causes~air, ether, water and the like-instead of reason ." It 
i eviden t that what Socrates fo und unsatisfactory abou t the 
principle of Anaxagoras was not the principle itself but th 
fai lure to apply it to concrete nature. aturc was not .on-
eived or tmderstood in terms of this principle. T he princ1 ple 

remained abstract or, to be mo.:e preci c, nature was not con
cci\'ed as a development f th is principle or as an organization 
produced by reason as its principle. . 

I want to call attention right here at the outset to tlus 
difference between stating a proposition, a principle, a tru th 
only abstractly and proceeding to a more definite determination 
and a concrete development. This difference is decisive dnd, 
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indefinite a word as providence. One speaks of this reason 
without being able to state what is its meaning, what is its 
content, and what is the criterion by which we may determine 
whether something is in accord with reason or not. Reason 
comprehended in its determination, this only is the heart of 
the matter; the other viewpoint, which stops with reason in 
general, is nothing but words. We now turn to the second 
aspect which we I <ropose to consider in this introduction. 

II. THE IDEA OF j II TORY At TD ITS 
REALIZ T IO 

The destination v. of reason in itself and its relation to the 
world rais s the >ame question as that which will exist after 
the .6nal end of '.he world . It ought to be realit.cd, to be actu
alized. Two aspects must tit refore be considerec: the content 
of this final end, the destiny in itself and as such , and the 
t aliza tion thereof. 

Our subject, world history, occurs in the :field of the spirit. 
fhe world comprises both phys1.::al and psychic nature. The 
rhysical nature affects world history . . . but the spirit and 
the course of its development is its substance .... The .6rst 
thing, therefore, which \'>'e must do is absh·actly to determine 
the spirit. (The spirit is not an abstraction; it is not abstracted 
from human nature but individual, active, completely alive. 
It is consciousness, but also its object. I t is the nature of the 
spirit to have itself as its object. ) t ... 

In the light of this discussion it can be said of world history 
that it is the description of the s irit as it works out the 
knowledge of that which it i in itself. The Orientals do not 
know that the spirit is free in itself, or that man is free in 

" The German term "Bestimmung" usually translated as "determina· 
tion" also means "destination" or "destiny." This mea ning is implied 
here. 
t These parenthetic sentences are inserted from the lecture notes, as 
given by Lasson, op. cit., p. 3 r. H ereafter Hegel develops the idea 
~f the spirit much in the same terms as in the Phe~tomenology of 1he 
Spirit, for which see pp. 41 o ff. below. 
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himself. Because the do not know it, they are not f ree. They 
only know that "one" is free; therefore such freedom is only 
~1rbitrarincss, ferocity, obtuseness of pa sion or-by contra t
mildness and gentleness, which itself is merely accident or 
arbitrament. This "one" is therefore a despot, not a free man , 
not a man . 

The nsciousne of freedom aro e among the Greeks, and 
therefore they were free; but they, l ike the Romans, knew only 
that a few are free, and not man as such. either Plato nor 
Aristotle kn w it. Therefore the Greeks not only h ad laves 
to whom their lives and their beautiful freedom wa tied, bu t 
their freedom was itself only an ac idental or contingent, u n
cl evelope l, passing and lim ited ilower, in volving a h arsh servi
tude of the human and humanita ria n sen tim n ts. 

Onl y the Germanic nat ions have in and through hristi anity 
achi \'ed the consciousness that man q11a man is free and that 
freedom of the spirit con sti tu tes his very nature. T his con
sci ousness arose first in rel igion, in the innermost region of 
the spiri t. But to ex tend th is p rinc iple to the secular realm 
wJ. a further task, the solution and execution of which re
quir d a difficult and long labor, a civilizing pro ess ( Bildung) . 

lavery, for example, did not ceJse immediately upon the 
conversion to Chris ianity; ven less did freedom imm ediately 
become dominant in ( hristian) states, nor were governments 
and consti tutions organized accordino to reason and based upon 
the principle of freedom. T he application of the principl to 
secular matter , the permeat ion and transformation of the 
secular state by this principle, constitutes the course f hi story. 
I remarked before upon the difference between the principle 
and its application .... World IIistory is the p rogress in the 
cons iousness of freedom, a progress which we must know and 
understand in its (inh eren t) necessity . . . . 

I Ience, wh at constitutes the reason of the spi ri t in its de
termination ( that is, its destination), ... what constitutes the 
fin al end of the world we claim to be the spirit's consciousness 
of i ts freedom and thus the actuali za tion (Wirltlichh.eit) of its 
freedom. lla t this (con cept of) fr celom is ti ll indeterminate 
and ambiguous in definition; that freedom, being the highest 
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we keep before our eyes how in history evil has triumphed and 
the most flourishing empires have been brought low by human 
being·, when we look upon these individuals with deepest 
sympathy in their unspeakable woe, we can end up by feeling 
sorrow for this vainglory and an indignation of the good spirit 
(if such be in us) since this destruction is not simply the work 
of nature, but of IT} n .... 

In looking upon history as this butchery, ... the thought 
natu rally arises: for what final end have all these sacrifices 
been made? ... We propose to see all these vents as means 
toward the final end which we believe to be the true .;:esult 
of world history, its substantive destination, its absolute final 
end. We refuse to reflect upon these events in tenns of direct 
reSection and leave to others the sentimental contemplation of 
them . . .. 

first of all, we note that what we have called principle, £nai 
end, desti nation, or wl1at we h ave called the spirit in itself, its 
nature, its conception, is merely something general and ab
stract. A principle, a maxim or a law is something general and 
inward which as such, be it ever so true, is not fully actually 
real. Purposes, principles and the like are in our thoughts only 
in our inward intention or in books; they are not yet in actual 
reality (Wirklichkeit). What is by itself, is only n possibility, 
a potentiality, but it has not yet emcrc::;cd intn full existence. 
A second element mu t be add d to m::~kc it actually r al, which 
is its activation, or actualization, and the principle of this is 
the will and the acti\·ity of men in the world . Only by this 
activity are those conceptions and determinations (destina
tions?) realized and actualized. 

The laws and prin iplcs do not live, arc not enforced by 
themselves. The activity which gives them existence and works 
them out is the needs and desires of man, his inclinations and 
his passions. To bring something into existence by deed, I 
must be concerned with it. I want to be in on it, I want to 
be satisfi ed by carrying it out-in short, it must be of interest 
to me. "Interest" means to be in, to be part of something. A 
purpose for which I am to be active must in some way be my 
own purpose. I must be able to satisfy my own purpose even 
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though this other purpose or end may ~ave .ma~y other aspect. 
which do not concern me. This is the mflmtc nght of the s.ub
. ect the second ssential aspect of freed om, that such a su b1cct l ' k I . . finds itself satisfied in some activity or wor ' . . . t JS Jmpor-
:ant to avoid a misunderstanding here. It is often said that 
someone is only interested in the sense of seeking only his own 
private gain, without conviction ... Bu.t he who is ir:terest d 
in something is always himself a part of Jt. . . . othmg hap
ucns nothino i achieved but that the indiviauals who are ... ' b l . involved also arc satisfied

1 
in their own particu ar mtercsts 

these interests may be those of needs and wants, but th~y ~ay 
be those of insight, conviction or at least f pinion or preJudice, 
whenever the need of ar uing, of intellect and rc:~son have 
been awakened. Human beings demand that what they are 
to be active for be acceptable to them ... This is especially 
true of course in our own time, when men arc not drawn to 
action by loyalty and authority, but wish to determine for 
themselves the share they have in something and to do so by 
their own intelligen e, their autonomous convictivn or be~ief. 

Thus we say that al togeth r nothing has ever come mto 
bcino without the interest of those whose activi ty was involved. 
We ~ay further call an interest a passion. L\nd ( in '.'iew of 
what happens) when an individual, by relcgatmg an. his oth?r 
interests and purposes, ... with all his innate capac1ty of W1!l 
immerses himself wholly in something, concentrates all h1s 
resources and powers upon this one purpose, we arc obliocd 
to state that n othing great happens in the world without pas-
ian. Passion , to be sure, is the subjective and hen ce' formal 

aspect of the energy of will and of activity, while its content. or 
purpose is still indeterminate. The same is true in convectiOn 
witl1 convictions, one's insight and conscience .... 

From this elucidation of the second essential aspect o! 
historical reality of a purpose it follows parenthetically regard
ing the state, that :l state will be well-organized and strong !n 
itself if its general end is joined to the private interests of JtS 
citizens, the one is atisficcl and realized througl the other-a 
very important proposition in itself. Y t within a state. many 
arrangements are needed, many inventions of u seful msntu-
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tions, involving long struggles of the understanding, until what 
is most appropriate to its purpose becomes onscious. Also 
~there will have to take place) struggles with the particu lar 
mtcrests and the lo.ng a~d difficult disciplining of the passions, 
before such a conJunctwn of the general and the particular 
interests is achieved. The time f such a conjunction consti
t~Hes in the history of a tate the period of its flowering, of its 
VIrtue, of its power and its happiness. But world history do s 
not begin with some such con cious purpose or end .... The 
history of the world starts with it general end, namely to 
satisfy the desire of the spirit to conceive itself (dass der 
Begriff des Geistes hefriedigt werde), only by itsel f, that is to 
say as nature; it is the innermost and unconscious drive and 
~he whole .business of world history is the work of bringing it 
mto consciOusness .... The infinite mass of wills, interests 
and acti.viti<:s arc the tools and means of the world spirit to 
accomphsh Its end ... to come to itself and to contemplate 
itself as actual reality. That those living processes of individuals 
and nations, by see~ing and satisfying their own limited ends, 
s~rve at the ~ame time as the means and tools of something 
higher of which they know nothing and which they therefore 
accomplish unconsciously-this could be questioned, and has 
been questioned, has been many times denied, and has b en 
ridiculed and despi eel as a dream, as philosophy. As against 
this, I have proclaimed at the outset that reason rules the world 
and I have stated this as our presupposition and faith . .. : 
This reason is immanent in historical existence and it realizes 
itself in and through it. ... The speculative truth of this 
proposition is n·ea ted in the Logic.* ... Hence I cannot 
prove it here, but I can illustrate it by examples in this philoso
phy of history. 

What is involved here is that in world history something else 
results from the actions of men rhan what they intend and 
achicv.e, somet~ng else than they know or want. They ac
co~pllsb tl~cu ~n te:es t.; but omething else is accomplished, 
wh1ch was 1mphcd m It, but which was not in the conscious-

.. See below, pp. 177 ff. 
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ess and the intention of the actors. To give an analogy, 11 
man may se t fire to the house of another out of revenge wbich 

~ay indeed be ju tiued; . .. the immediate :1 tion is to hold 
a small Ilame to a small part of a beam. W hat had ~ot ~een 
immediately involved follows: the pa rt of the beam ,s JOmed 
to the rest, to other beams of the house, and those in turn to 
other houses; hence a vast conGagration develops which de· 
strays the property an perhaps the lives of many human b~i ng 
who were not the bject of the revenge. This result was neither 
part of the primary deed nor the intention of him who ~om· 
mcnced it. I Jence this action is more generall y dctcrmmcd: 
though in intention it was only an act of revenge against an 
indiviciual, it was also a crime .. . and implies therefor~ a 
penalty. This example merely hows that in the immc~Ja te 
action something else may be implied than is consciously willed 
by the actor. . . . 

But let me give another example which contains this con
junction of the particular and the general. . . . When . acsar 
was in danger of losing the position, not yet of prcdommance, 
but of equality besides the other men who stood at the head 
of the state and of succumbing to them who were about to 
become his n mies-and who had at the same time en th<!ir 
side and in support of their intcre ts the formal constitution 
and the power of legal form- he fought th c men in his own 
interest of maintai ning his position, hi s honor and his sccu· 
rity. His victory over them, since their power con isted in 
rule over the provinces of the Roman empire, thus became the 
conquest of this entire empire. Caesar thereby became, though 
the formal constitution remained, the individual ruler of the 
state. \Vhat the execution of his purely nega ti ve, dcfcn ive 
purpose thus secured for him-namely, the monocrati c rule 
ov~;; r Rome-was at the same time a necessary destination of 
Rome in the history of the world. I Iencc his work not only 
brought him particular ga in but instinctively accomplished 
what was timely in and by itself. uch arc the grea t men in 
history who c own particular purposes contain the substantial 
task which is the will of the world spirit. This subst.tnce is their 
true power and srren gth, for it is at work in the f,::!r.e.ra l, un-
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conscious instinct of their contemporaries. They arc inwardly 
driven to it and have no resistance a~;ainst him who has under
taken the execution of such a purpose in his own interest. 
Rather, nations gather around his banner. I Ie ho\\'s th m anJ 
executes what is their Ovvn immanent drive. 

[Hereafter Ilegcl's lectures dwelt, according to the various reports 
we have, upon the r~le of the ordinary men who sustain social life 
(die erhaltenden Individuen) as well as the role of the world 
historical individuals who initiate major changes. In this connec
tion, a sentence from his own 1 may be quoted: "If we cast a 
glance at the destiny of these >vorld historica l individuals, they 
have had the good luck to be the executioners of a purpose which 
forms a stage in the forward march of the general. spirit." H e then 
turns to the value of the individual.] 

If we must therefore accept the proposition that the individ
uals, their purposes and their sa tisfactions are sacrificed, . .. 
and they ar~scen as means to an end,* there noncthcl ss is in 
every individual a side which we hesitate to view this way, 
even in relation to the highest ( namely, reason and the world 
spirit), because it is something absolutely not subordinate but 
something intrinsically eternal and di vine in them. This is 
their morality, their thics, their religiosity.t ... When we 
speak of a means we initially think of it as something xtrinsic 
to the end which ha no share in it ( the means). In fact even 
natural things-the most ordinary lifeless things employed as 
means-must have the quality of corresponding to the purpose, 
must have something in them which they have in common 
with the purp se or end. Human beings are h ardly ever ex
ternal means to the rational nd . ot only do they satisfy 
together with this end ... their own and different parti ular 
purposes, but they share in the rational end itself and thereby 

.. ThisJhrasing which recurs in Hegel is presumably chosen to counter
act an contradict Kant's categorical imperative which forbids us to 
treat human beings as means and hence concludes "there shall not be 
war." Hegel expounds the opposite. See above, pp. xlviii-ix. 
t See below, pp. 2521f. and 26o If.- Ed. 
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right and law, justice and the common good. The principle of 
thought, therefore, had so far been reconciled already. More
over the Protestant world had a conviction that the principle 
which would result in a further development of law was 
already present in the reconciliation which had been evolved 
previously. . 

A consciousness which is abstractly developed and sensible 
an b indifferent to religion, but religion is the general form 

in which truth exists for the non-abstract consciousness. T he 
Protestant religion does not admit of two kinds of conscience, 
while in the atholic world the I Ioly stands on the one side 
and on the other side abstraction opposed to religion, to its 
superstition and its truth. This formal, individual will is now 
made the ba is of general propositions. Right in society is tha t 
which the law wills, and the will cxi ts as an isolated one. Thus 
the state, as an aggregate of many individuals, is not a sub
stantial unity in and by itself. It is not the truth of right and 
law in and by itself, to which the will of its individual mem
bers ought to be conformed in order to be true free will. On the 
contrary, a toms of the will arc made the starting point, and 
each will is represented as absolute. 

A principle was thus discovered to serve as the ra tional 
basis for the state, which docs not, like previous principles, 
belong to the sphere of opinion, such as the social impulse, the 
desire for ecurity of property, and rhe like. lor does this 
principle owe its origin to piety, as d e that of the divine 
appointment of the go ern ing power. Rather, it is a principle 
of ertainty, resul ting from the r cognition of identity with 
my self-con ciou ness; but it is not yet rhe principle of truth 
whi h ne ds to be distinguished from it. This is a vast dis
covery with regard to the most inward and freedom. The con
sciousness of the spiritual is now the foundation of the political 
society, and philosophy has thereby become dominant. It has 
been said that the French Revolution resulted from philosophy, 
anrl it is not without reason that philosophy has been called 
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world wisdom. For it is not only truth in and by itself, as the 
pure essence of things, but also truth as it is alive in the world. 
We should not, therefore, con tradict the assertion that the 
Revol ution received its f1r t impulse from philosophy. But this 
philosophy was only abstract thought in the first instance, not 
the concrete comprehension of absolute truth-an immeasur

able difference. 

[After elaborating these thoughts further, IIegel states:] 

The two following points must now occupy our attention: 
first, the course which the Revolution in France took; second, 
how that Revolution became world-historical. r) Freedom pre
sents two aspects. he one concerns its content, its objectivity, 
the thing itself. The other relates to the form of freedom, involv
ing consciousness on the part of the indiviJual of his own 
activity. For freedom demands that the individual recognizE" 
himself in these acts, and that th ey should invariably be h is, i t 
being in his interest that the desired result be attained. The 
three elements and powers of the living state must be considered 
according to the above analysis, their examination in detail 
being referred to the Philosophy of Right and Law. 

[What follows here closely parallels what may be found in the 
selections from that work, below § 273 ff, P· 293.] 

In view then of these main considerations we have to trace 
the course of the French Revolution and the remodeling of 
the tate in accordance with the idea of right. Purely abstract 
philosophical principles were set up at first. Convict_ion _ and 
religion were not taken into account. The first constJtUtlOnal 
form of go,,ernment in France was one which recognized 
royalty. The monarch was to stand at the h ead of the state. 
and on him in onjunction with his ministers, was to devolve 
the executive power; the legislative body, on the ori1er hand, 
was to make the laws. But this constitution involved an in
ternal contradiction from the very first, for the legislature 
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therefore took place and the government was overturned. At 
length, after forty years of indescribable war and confusion, a 
weary heart might well congratulate itself on seeing a termina
tion and pacifica tion of all these disturbances. But although 
one mai n poin t is set at rest, there remains on the one hand 
that rupture which t~e Catholic principle inevi tably occa
sions, on the other hand that which h as to do with man's 
subjective will. The main onc-sicledncss consi ts in this, that 
the [ideal] general will should also be the empi rically general, 
that is, that the individuals as such should rule or at any ra te 
take part in the executive government. ot satisfied wi th the 
establishment of rights, with freedom of person and property, 
with the existence of a political organiza tion in which are 
to be found various circles of civil li fe, each having its own 
functions to perform, and with that inAuence over the people 
which is exercised by the intelligent members of the com
munity, and the confidence that is felt in them, liberalism sets 
up in opposition to all this the atomistic .principle of individual 
wills. It maintains that all should emanate from their express 
power and have their express sanction. Asserting this formal 
side of freedom, this abstraction, the Liberals allow n o political 
organization to be firmJ y established. 1l1e par ticular orders of 
the government are forth with opposed by the advocates of 
liberty as the mandates of a par ticular will , and are branded as 
the displays of arbitrary power. The will of the many expells 
the ministry from power, and the opposition steps in. But the 
latter, having now become the government, h ave the many 
aga inst them. Thus are agitation and ume t perpetu ?ted. This 
collision , this knot, this problem, is that with which history is 
now occupied, and whose solution it h as to work out in the 
fu ture. 

2) W e h ave next to consider the French Revolu tion, for 
the even t is world-historical in its signi fica nce, and that con
test of formalism which we disc ussed in the last paragraph must 
be properly disti nguished from i ts wider bearings. As regards 
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even this is of small moment, since its strength lies in the 

reason incorporated in it. Minor states have their existence 

and tranquillity secured to them more or less by their 

neighbors. They are, therefore, properly speaking, not inde

pendent and have not the fiery trial of war to endure. As 

has been remarked, a share in the government may be ob

tained by everyone who possesses competent knowledge, 

experience, <:111d a morally disciplined will. Those who know 

ought to govern; knowledge, not ig1.orance and the presump· 

tuous conceit of knowing better. Lastly, as to conviction, v.e 

have already rema1ked that in the P~otc tant church the recon

ciliation of religion with legal right bas taken place. In the 

Protestant world there is no sacred, no religious conscicncC; 

in a tate of separation from, or perhaps even hostility to, 

secular right. This i the point which onsciousness has 

attained, and these are the principal bases of that form in 

which the principle of freedom has realized itself. For the his

tory of the world is nothing but the development of the idea 

of freedom. 
Objective fTeedom, the laws of real freedom, demand the 

subjuga tion of the mere contingent will, for this is completely 

formal. If the objective is rational in itself, human conviction 

and insight must correspond with the reason which it 

bodies, and then we have the other essential clement, sub

jective freedom, al o realized. We have confined ourselves to 

the consideration of that progress of the idea and have been 

obliged to forego the pleasure of giving a detailed picture f 

the prosperity, the periods of glory that have distinguish d 

the rise and fall of nations, the beauty and the grandeur of the 

character of individuals, and the interest attaching to their 

fate. Philosophy concerns itself only with the glory of the 

idea ;nirroring itself in the hi tory of the world. Philosophy 

escapes from the weary strife of the passions that agitate the 

~ce of ociety into the calm region ofLcontemplation, ThaL 

which interests it is the recoen it ion of the ]JWCess of develop· 

I 

--
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ment which the idea has passed through in realizing itself, 
the idea of freedom, whose reality is the consciousness of 
freedom and nothing short of it. World history, with all the 
changing drama of its histories, is this process of the develop
ment and realization of the spirit. It is the true theodicy, the 
justification of God ~o history. Only ld:z!s insight can reconcilt: 
the spirit with world history and the actual reali ty, that what 
has happened, and is happening every day, is not only not 
"without God," but is essen tially the work of God. 
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that thi one truth is not TTlerely a simple abstract th rought or 
proposition. Rather this truth is something concrete in itself. 
It is a common prejudice to think that the science of phi
losophy deals only with abstractions, with empty generalities. 
By contrast, what we observe, our empirical self-consciousness, 
our self as felt, the sense of life are thought to be that which 
is concrete, which is determined in itself, which is rich. In 
fact, philosophy does work in the realm of thought, it deals 
with generalities, its content is abstract, but only formally. 
But in itself the idea is essentially concrete, the un ity 0f 
distinct pJrti culars. Tlm knowledge based on reason (ra tional 
knowledge) is differentiated from knowledge based on intel
lect ( intellectual knowledge), and it is the business of phi
losophy to show that by contrast with intellect the truth, the 
idea, does not consist in empty generalities, but in something 
general that is in and by itself, the particular and the defi
nite .. . . 

. . . The truth so understood has a tendency to devel:T. 
Only the living, the spiritual moves, agita tes within itself, 
develops itself. The idea is, therefore, concrete in itself and 
unfolding itself, an organic system, a totality, which contains 
a ric:1 set of levels and aspects. 

Philosophy is the understanding of this development and 
is at the same time itself this thought development, since it 
is the thought which understands. T11e further this develop
ment has gone, the mon; perfect has philosophy become. 

T11is development docs not move oul:\vard as if in to ex
ternality; rather this development as i t unfolds is moving 
inward, that is, the general idea remains the basis and the 

all-inclusive and unchanging .. . . Thus the general idca is 
made more distinct. [urther development of the ide:J or its 
greater distinctness are one and the same. The most extensive 
is at once also the most intensive. 

The e are the ab tract propositions concerning the nature of 
the idea and its development. or this is what a fully 
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being determinations of the thing-in-itself, to use the Kantian 

expression, or, to put it b tter, determinations of the rational. 

Objective Logic thus is their true critique, a critique which 

considers the forms of thought not under the abstract form of 

apriority as opposed to the a posteriori, but considers each 

according to its particular content. 

Subjective logic is the logic of the notion, of essence which 

has transcended its relation to any mere being, rea l or appar

ent, and in its determination is no longer external, but is the 

free, independent, and self-determining Subjective, or rather 

the Subject itself. Since the subjective involves the miscon

ception of the contingent and arbitrary, and, more generally, 

of determinations belonging to the form of consciousness, no 

special weight is to be attached to the distinction between the 

Subjective and the Objective, which will develop itself more 

clearly within the body of the Logic. 

Thus logic is divided broadly into objective and subjective 

logic; more definitely, it has three parts, namely-

I. The Logic of Being, 

2. The Logic of Essence, and 

3· The Logic of the Notion. 

BOOK I 

THE DOCTRI E OF BEl G 

With What Must the Science Begin? 

It has only recently been felt that there is a difficulty in 

finding a beginning in philosophy, and the reason for this 

difficulty, as well as the possibility of solving it, has been 

much discussed. The beginning of philosophy must be either 

mediate or immediate, and it is easy to show that it can be 
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n either the one nor the other: so that either method of be
ginning is refuted. 

It is true that the principle of any philosophy also expresses 
a beginning, but this beginning i objective and not subjective; 
it is the beginning of all things. The principle is a content 
somehow determined-water, the one, nous, idea-substance, 
monad, and o forth; ot', where it relates to the nature of 
cognition and so is designed rather to be a criterion than an 
objective determination (like thought, intuition, sensation, ego, 
or subjectivity it elf), it is sti ll the determination of the con
tent to which interest is directed. On the other h and, the 
beginning as uch, considered as something subjective in the 
sense of some contingent way of introducing the exposition, 
remains n glccted and indifferent; and so the need of the 
question, with what we are to begin, still seems unimportant 
compared with the n eed of a principle, which alone :;eems to 
-contain the int rest of th e matter-the interest as to what is 
i:he truth and the absolute basis of all things. 

The mod rn embarras ment about a beginning ari ses from 
yet another ne d with which those are unacquainted who, as 
dogmati t, seek a demonstra tion of the principle, or who, as 
skeptics, seek a subjecti ve cr iterion with which to meet dog
matic philosophy-a need which , finally, is entirely d nied by 
those who begin with explosive abruptness from their inner 
revelation, faith, intellectual intuition, and so forth, and desire 
to dispense wi th method and logic. If thought a t first is ab
stract and concerns itself merely wi th the principle regarded 
as content, but in the progress of its evolution is forced to 
regard al o the other side, the behavior of cognition, then 
subjective activity is perceived as an essential moment of ob
jective truth, and the need arises of uniting method with 
content and form with principle. The principle is to be the 
beginning, and the actual "prius" for thought is also to be first 
in the logical thought-process. 

We haYe here only to consider how the log ica l beginning 
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Preface 

THE I 1MEDIATE OCCASION FOR PUBLI BING THIS OUTLINE IS 

the need to offer to my listeners a guide for the lectures which 

I am giving on the philosophy of right and law. This textbook 

is a broader and especially a more systematic development of 

the same b<:sic concepts which are contained in the Encyclo

pedia of the Philosophical ciences ( r8r7) which are likewise 

intended as texts for my lectures. 

But since it is appearing in print and therefore will reac 

a larger public, I am inclined to elaborate the note which 

are intended briefly to mention related or divergent views, the 

further implications and the like .... I Iowever, thi s outl ine 

differs from an ordinary textb ok by virtue of its method 

which is decisive. For it is presupposed that the phil sophical 

way of proceeding from one matter to another and of SLi nti6c 

proof, that this speculative manner of knowing differs essen

tially from other modes of knowing .... 'Il1e nature of such 

speculative knowledge I have developed fully in my cie11ce 

of Logic; in this outline only here and there an explana tion 

has been added concerning its elaboration and method. In 

view of the concrete and so very diverse quality of the subject 

we have abstained from proving and stressing the logica l 

derivation in all detail- the whole as well as the development 

of its parts rests upon the logica l spirit. I wish the study \\·ould 

be primarily understood and judged from this standpoint. For 

what we are here concerned with is science, and in science 

content is essentially tied to form. 

[Hegel then speaks of the two predominant tendencies of ei thel 

repeating the old trash or setting forth vague new generalities. 

Against both, science of the philosophical kind must be worked 

ou t.] 
221 
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guvernments for even protecting and promotmg such views as 
these in which "reason, and again reason, and in endless repetition 
reason is accused, belittled and condemned." After elaborating this 
complaint, I Iegel concl udes:) 

It is, therefore, to be considered an advantage for science
and it is in fact as mentioned the result of the inner necessity 
of the subject-that · the former philosophizing which kept 
evolving within itself as an academic wisdom has been put 
into close cqn tact with reality where the principles of rights 
and duties are serious. . . . It is precisely this relation of 
phiiosophy to reality which is involved in these misunder
standings, and I am therefore now returning to what I have 
mentioned before. Philosophy is, because it is the exploration 
of the rational, by that very fact the prehension of the present 
and the actual (Wirklichen), and not the construction of 
something otherworldly that might be God knows where .... 
I n the course of the following study I noted that even the 
Platonic Republic which is proverbially taken to be an ernpty 
ideal h~s essentially taken up nothing else but the nature of 
Greek ethics. When faced with the challenge of the deeper 
principle of the free and limitless personality, which to Greek 
ethics directly could appear only as an unsatisfied longi ng 
and hence as a disaster, Plato tried to aid Greek ethics against 
thi s challenge. But he could try to do this only in an outward 
and particular form of that Greek ethics by which l~ e hoped to 
cope with the di saster, and in doing so he violated most deeply 
its deeper impulse, name] y, the free and limitl ess personality. 
Yet he snowed himself to be a great spirit in that the very 
principle around which his particular idea revolved was the 
axis around which the impending revolution of the world was 
revolving. 

The rational is actual; 
And the actual is rational. 

Upon this conv1ctwn rests all na·ive consciousness, as does 
philosophy, and philosophy starts from it in consideri ng the 
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spiritual universe as well as the natural one. If rcilection, senti
ment or whatever form subjective consciousness may have, 
looks upon the present as something vain, transcends it and 
knows it better, such subjective onsciousness is itself van ity, 
since it has reality only in the present. If correspondingly the 
idea is seen as merely just an idea, an opinionated notion, 
philosophy by contrast offers the insight that nothing is actual 
but the idea. I Ience what matters is to recognize and know the 
substance which is immanent and the eternal which is present 
beneath the temporal and passing which appears.* For the 
rational which is synonymous with the idea appears ( by enter
ing through its actuali ty into an outward existence) in a limit
less wealth of forms, appearances and configura tions, and thus 
encloses its kernel with a variega ted rind. onsciousness at the 
ou tset lives in this rind, but the conception permeates it in 
search of the inner pulse which bea ts in the outer configura
tions. These endlessly manifold relations, this endless material 
and its regularities are not the subject of philosophy. It would 
mix in matters which do not concern it; it may save itself the 
trouble to offer good coun el in such matters. Plato could have 
omitted recommending to the nur~es not to stand still with 
their children, always to rock them in thei r arms, likewise 
Fichte could have omi tted perfecting the passport police to the 
point of suggesting that not nly the description of suspects 
be entered in their passport, but a picture. In such elaborations 
there is no longer any philosophy and philosophy may omit 
such matters the more readily a it ought to be mo~t liberal 
(tolerant) in all such endless details .. . . 

Therefore, this treatise in so far as it contains political 
science is intended to be nothing else but an attempt to under
stand the state as sornething rational in itself and so to describe 
it. As a philosophical study it ought to be furth est from con-

"'This elaboration shows that what H egel means with his usually mis
quoted tatement is that "the rational is cl1e idea and tbe idea i: ra
tional," certai nly less objectionable an expression of radical idealism.-Ed. 
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structing a state as it ought to be. The instruction which it 
may be able to impart cannot be directed toward telling the 
state how it ought to be but rather how the state is to be 
recognized and known as the ethical universe. I l ie Rhodus, 
ltic salta . ... 

To understand that which exists is the task of philosophy; 
for what exists is reason. As to the individual, everyone is the 
son of his time, and therefore philosophy is its time comE!e
hended in thought It is as silly to imagine that any philosophy 
could transcend its own time as that an individual could jump 
out of his time, jump beyond Rhodes. If a man's theory goes 
beyond its time, if it builds a world as it ought to be, it may 
exist, but only in his opinion .. .. 

With a little change, that saying might be: here is the rose, 
dance here. Whatever lies between reason as self-conscious 
spirit and reason as existing actuality, whatever separates that 
reason from this one and prevents it from being sa tisfied with 
it, is the fetter of some kind of abstraction which has not been 
set free as a conception. To recognize and know reason as the 
rose within the cross of the present and thus to enjoy this 
present, this sort of rational insight is the reconciliation with 
actuality which philosophy provid s for those who have re-
cived the inner demand to understand. Such men then are 

able to maintain subjective freedom in what is substantial. ... 
It is this which constitutes th e more concrete meaning for 

what we designated above as the unity of form and content; 
for form in its most concrete meaning is reason as understand
ing knowledge, while content is reason as the substantial 
essence of ethical and natural actuality; the conscious identity 
of the two is the philosophical id a. It is a _great willfulness, 
but a willfulness which does man honor,-not to be willing to 
recognize anything that has not been justified in thought
this willfulness is the characteristic feature of modern times, 
and in any case the particular principle of Protestantism. 
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What Luther began through faith, felt and witnessed in spirit, 
is the very same thing which the more mature spirit seek to 
comprehend in a conception, and thus to free itself in the 
present and to find itself. It is a famous saying that half a 
philo ophy leads you away from God .. . whereas the true 
philosophy leads you to Him. It is the same with the state. 
Reason docs not content itself with an approximation which 
is neither cold nor warm and is therefore spi t out; nor does it 
.:ontent itself with the cold desperation which admits that in 
this temporal existence things go badly or at best "fair to 
middling" and that .. . therefore one better keep one's peace 
with reality. It is a warmer peace with reality which knowl
edge provides. 

To say one more word about preaching what the world 
ought to be like, philosophy arrives always too late for that. 
As thought of the world it appears at a time when actual
ity has completed its developmental process and is fmished . 
What the conception teaches, history al o shows a necessary, 
namely, that only in a maturing actuality the ideal appears 
and confronts the real. It is then that the ideal rebuilds for 
itself this same world in the shape of an intellectual realm, 
comprehending this world in its substance. 'i\Then philosophy 
paints its gray in gray, a form of life has become old, and this 
gray in gray cannot rejuvenate it, only understand it. The owl 
of Minerva begins its flight when dusk is falling. 

But it is time to close this preface. As a preface it could only 
speak extraneously and subjectively of the standpoint of the 
writing which it precedes. To speak philosophically of a sub
ject, it admits only a scientific and objective trea tment. There
fore to the author any objection of a diffcrem sort from a 
scientific treatment of the subject itself must appear as a sub
jective epilogue and chance assertion and hence must be in· 
different to him. 
Berlin, June 2), 182o. 
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